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**Purdue Researchers Connect Life's Blueprints With Its Energy Source**
Published in *Space Daily* - Indexed on Feb 6, 2003
Purdue Researchers Connect Life's Blueprints With Its Energy Source One promising application of RNA-ATP binding is this microscopic motor, assembled by Peixuan Guo's team at Purdue University. The motor, only a few nanometers wide, is formed by six strands of RNA surrounding an "axle" made of DNA. When fed a supply of ATP as fuel, the RNA molecules kick against the DNA in succession, much like the pistons in a conventional motor.

**United Press International: Stories of modern science ... from UPI**
Published in *United Press International* - Indexed on Feb 4, 2003
PUTTING RNA TO WORK Purdue University researchers have discovered how viral RNA molecules bind an energy-bearing organic molecule called ATP. Professor Peixuan Guo says while two substances together might seem to create just a longer string of letters it really shows life's "storehouses of information" can be moved by one of its most important fuels. "RNA could be even more of a key player than we realize," Guo says. "The fact that it can be made to bind ATP in the phi29 virus could imply that these two molecules were among the first to partner in Earth's dance of life.
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